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Abstract
In this work, robust substrates, such as stainless steel,
have been studied as substrates for rnicromachiped devices.
The use of robust substrates may allow for the co-fabrication
of micromachined
IdeVices and sensor packages. Lamination process techniques
combined with traditional micro machining processes have
been investigated as suitable fabrication technologies. To
illustrate these principles, a capacitive pressure sensor array has
been designed, fabricated, and characterized using stainless
steel substrate, Kapton polvimide film as a suspended movable
plate, and an electroplated nickel fixed back electrode. The net
capacitance change o.f this sensor aver the applied pressure
range (0 to 34 kPa) was approximately 0.14 aF. Multivibrator
circuitry has been integrated with pressure sensors in a hybrid
fashion and used for frequency-modulated output
measurements. An important attribute of this design is that only
the steel substrate and the pressure sensor inlet is exposed to the
flow; i.e.,
ilie sensor is
self-packaged.
INTRODUCTION
Since the root of micromachining technology is in
integrated circuit processing technology, micromachined
devices have been primarily realized using silicon substrates
[1-3]. In many applications, me use of traditional
silicon-substrate micromachined devices may be limited, for
example by the lack of ability of the surrounding silicon
substrate to absorb large mechanical shocks.
In this work, we have investigated the use of more
robust substrates as suitable starting points for both bulk and
surface micromachined structures, as well as investigated the
possibility of the substrate forming essential structural
components of the device package. Alternative fabrication
techniques, such as techniques more commonly used in either
conventional machining as well as electronic packaging
fabrication (e.g.~ lamination), are combined with more
additional
integrated
circuit -based
microelectronics
processing techniques to create micro machined devices on
these robust substrates.
One of the advantages of the use of robust substrates is
the possibility of co-'fabrication of the micromachined devices
and their package using, e.g., the robust substrate itself as an
integral part of the sensor package. Another advantage is that
due to substrate robustness, these co-packaged devices may be
able to be used in mechanically
Harsh environements as aerospace and oceanography
applications.
To illustrate these principles, a robust capacitive
pressure sensor array has been fabricated using stainless steel
as a substrate, Kapton polyimide film as a pressure-sensitive
flexible plate, and

electroplated nickel as a back electrode. An important attribute
of this design is that only the stainless steel substrate and the
pressure sensor inlet are exposed to the flow; i.e., the sensor is
self-packaged.
THOERY AND DESIGN
The sensor device concept is based on the
pressure-induced deflection o f a metallized flexible plate and the
subsequent measurement of the capacitance between this
deflecting plate and a fixed backplate surface micromachined
over the deflecting plate.
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Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the side-view of the
capacitive pressure sensor.
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the side-view
of the device, where d] is an initial (undeflected) gap distance
between the fixed back electrode and the flexible plate
electrode, Wo is the deflection at the center of the plate, t is the
thickness of the plate, and P is the uniform applied pressure. For
analytical modeling [4], several assumptions have been made:
(a) stretching of the plate has been neglected, since the plate
will not be undergoing deflections large compared with its
thickness; (b) the thickness of the metallic electrode on the plate
has been neglected, since this thickness is small compared with
the plate thickness; (c) residual stress in the plate has been
neglected, since (as will be discussed later) the plate is formed
using lamination; and (d) electric field fringing effects have
been neglected, since the gap between the flexible plate and the
fixed backplate is

